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CONFERENCE SUMMARY 

This summary selects and summarises key points made by s peakers 

during t he conference. 

r In h is opening addre s s, Senator Wil lie Farrell , Chairman of the 

Association of Hea lth Boards in Ireland, outlined the 

difficulties which arose in defining community s ervices . It was 

difficult to distingui sh community services from certain types 

of hospital services. He argued for quality health and personal 

social servi ces for the individua l , whether the services were 

provided in the local hospital or i n the local health centre. 

Tony McCashin of the National Economic and Social Counci l looked 

at health expenditure in t he 1970s and 1 980 s and noted that the 

share of resources devoted to communi ty care had not increased 

since the mid 1970s. It was s ignificant that restructuring had 

not taken place during a period in which resources were growing 

rapidly. Did this mean, he asked, that the obstacle to a 

fundamental shift towards community care had not bee n l ack of 

resources? The NESC Report of 19 87 had suggested that the f uture 

development of communi ty care would depend not on additional 

funds but on reallocation. The Commission on Health Funding had 

recommended that cost s and budgeting should be based on unit 

costs; this approach would require the extension of costing and 

management information systems to all community care serv ices . 

In the Commission ' s framework , health care managers would be 

given freedom to allocate the budget and would be held 
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intakes of iron, vitamin and fibre among Tallaght women, with 

single mothers and deserted wives being most at risk. However, 

the children of single mothers were reasonably well nourished. 

A community based nutrition education programme was likely to be 

much more effective than information leaflets in helping 

disadvantaged families. 

Ms. A. Duggan, the organiser of the Homestart Programme in 

Blanchardstown in Dublin, described this programme as a 'being 

with' service for mothers. The programme had started in Britain 

and there were now 1 30 Homestarts across the world. In the 

absence of the family networks which existed in the past, the 

programme used volunteers to help mothers to develop the 

confidence and skills needed in the home. Volunteers were 

parents who visited families which lacked a support network. 

Michael Walsh, Programme Managers, Special Hospital Care in the 

Eastern Hea l th Board, outlined developments in his area since the 

board adopted Planning for the Future in early 1 986, i.e., the 

reduction in in-patient numbers and the increase in hostel and 

day centre places . Research in the health board over the last 

year suggested that the cost of comprehensive community services 

compared very well with that of institutional services and that 

the degree of satisfaction among patients was higher in the 

community than in institutions. Mr. Walsh argued that patients 

at risk in the community must be kep.t under continuous review. 

Derry O'Dwyer, Programme Manager, Community Care in the Midland 

Health Board, reviewed recent trends in geriatric services. He 
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continuity of care, public transport, 

discretionary nature of many services. 

developments could include contracts of 

funding and the 

Significant future 

care with voluntary 

organisations, the growth of quality assurance, the replacement 

of the programme structure by an area based general management 

structure, the e stabl ishment of eo-terminal boundaries, greater 

devolution to community care and a strong budgetary commitment 

to community care. 

In his keynote address, Dr. Rory O'Hanlon, TD, Minister for 

Health, stated that more support was needed for the carers. More 

places for short stay care would relieve carers. In the modern 

world, the problem of high acute hospital costs was universal. 

The Minister stated that 60% of patients are referred to 

hospitals without referral from their GP. He outlined the 

functions of the Kennedy and Fox committees, looked at the area 

of customer satisfaction and argued that appointment systems, the 

provision of initiatives and the flow of information t o patients 

and their relatives could be improved. A new appeals system for 

medical cards would be introduced. · The Minister highlighted the 

i mportance of health promotion, noted that l13m more was going 

to the health services in 1990 than in 1989. In relation to 

health services structures, he noted that there would be no 

c:hange for change' s sake but only change that would lead to 

improvements. 
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COMMUNITY SERVICES FOR THE INDIVIDUAL 

Points made in course of address by Senat.or Willie Farrell~ ·· 

M. C.C.; Chairman~ Cumann na mBord Slainte in Eirinn 

Health Boards have responsibility for services for the indivi:dual who is sick, 

or who has one of a range of personal social problems and for the population

at-large or special groups within (the elderly, children etc.). These 

services are delivered in either institutional (or hospital) settings or 

in non- institutional settings, normally labelled community. 

This conference concentrates on community services for the individual. The 

title raises a number of questions which no doubt the conference will address : 

What in the context of the health services, does the word community and 

the phrase community services mean today? Many of the services delivered 

in hospitals such as out- patient consultant services, treatments on a day 

r- basis, diagnostic tests and procedures not requiring in- patient admission 

would be seen to fal l into the category ofcommunity services. Many of 
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the smaller district hospitals, nursing units and the newer small psychiatric 

units, together with hostels for the psychiatric and mentally handicapped 

would seem to form part of the community services even though the services 

are not delivered on a domiciliary basis. Yet all of the above services 

(and their budgets) are labelled hospital services and are in most cases 

excluded when we regard the provision and reckon the resources applied to 

community services. 

Are we confusing community services with domiciliary services? Services 

such as day centres for the elderly, day hospitals for the psychiatrically 

ill, physiotherapy or occupational therapy s~rvices provided in a hospital 

out-patient setting are all provided in centres outside the patient ' s home , 

in many cases in a hospital setting and as part of hospital services. Staffing, 

their budgets, their resources are all included in the provision of hospital 

services, yet they surely are community services, even though the patient 

has to leave home and travel to receive them. 
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COMMUNITY CARE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper I do not propose to argue again the case for a 

'community' approach to health care. I take it as given that 

there is widespread agreement that the health services need to be 

re-structured away from a hospital and inst itutional orientation 

and towards a 'community ' orientation. What cannot be taken for 

granted, however, are the precise meanings and imp l ications of 
community care. Later in the paper I intend to explore these 

implications, as seen by the National Economic and Social Council 

in its report, Community Care Services : An Overview (NESC, 1987). 

Before looking at the issue I want to address the crucial 

question of resources - their lev.el and allocation . In 
particular I wi l l examine the extent to which health care 

spending has been re-allocated towards community care, if at al l. 

Further more , I will briefly look at recent trends in health 

~ expenditure and examine the impact of expenditure reductions on 

[ 

the community care services in particular. 

The f inal part of the paper deals with the Report of the 
Commission on Health Funding. By now, the analysis and key 

recommendations of the Commission are we ll known and I will not 

repeat either its arguments or recommendations . What is useful , 
I think, is to i dentify some aspects in the Commission's report 

which have a bearing on the future of community services in 

l particular and to focus on those recommendations in particular . 

2. COMMUNITY CARE RESOURCES 

The restructuring of health care towards community care is a long 

term issue and i t is neces sary therefore to look at resources in 
a long term perspective. If we look·at Figure 1 firstly the long 

term trend is aggregate health expenditure is summarised in terms 

of health expenditure as a ~ of GNP from 1971 to 1988. A 

familiar story appears in the figure - a continual and rapid 
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increase in health expenditure during the seventies, a gradual 

tailing off in growth in the early and mid nineteen eighties and 

a significant reduction in more recent years. 

The data on which this figure is based s how that in 1971 

expenditure was 4.39% of GNP. Over the decade to 1981 the figure 

a lmost doub l ed to 7.58% of GNP. In the period since then health 

expenditure stagnated and then declined; the dec line in net 

spending over the period is of the order of 1% of G~P. This 

represents very significant retrenchment. To illustrate the 

impact of the expenditure reductions on resources in the hospital 

sector, such as beds and personnel, the following summary 

statistics can be noted: 

1980 1988/87 ~ Change 

No. Of Acute Hospitals 141 121 - 16.5 

No. Of Acute Hospital Beds 17,665 15,225 - 16.0 

Health Board Employees 55,647 50,671 - 9.8 

Nurses (19 83 Figure) 25,261 23 ,1 27 - 9.2 

With this background in place we can now turn to the central 

question of community care resources. How have they fared in the 

last two decades? Table 1 provides the basic data with which to 

answer that question. Clearly, re-allocation of resources 

towards community care has not t~ken place. In 1976, 1980, and 

1988 the shares of (gros s , non capital) expenditure apportioned 

to community care programmes were, respectively , 23 . 4%, 20.5% and 

24.0%. During the entire period since the current programme 

structure was devised the share devoted to community care has 

effectively remained unchanged, as the relevant row in Table 1 

·indicates. Figure 2 presents the programme breakdown for 1988 in 

pie-chart form ~ A p i e chart for any year would look virtually 

identical to Figure 2 as there has been such little change. Two 

small exceptions are worth noting: first ly, a smal l increase in 

the share of resources to the handicapped- 10.1% in 1988 

compared with 7 . 6% in 1976 and, secondly, a very modest decline 

in the share of the psychiatric programme. 

14 
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period 1976 - 1980 may therefore be seen as one of missed 

opportunity. At a time when overall resources were growing most 

rapidly, the fundamental restructuring of the health sys tem 

towards community care did not take place. This is not to 

gainsay the real improvements in community care over the period. 

These improvements, however , did not amount to the qualitative 

and structura l change implicit in the community care policy. 

3. DEVELOPING COMMUNITY CARE - THE ISSUES 

The e vidence in the previous section revealed essent i ally that in 

periods of both growth and retrenchment significant r esource 

re-allocation did not take p l ace. Community care, relatively 

speaking, has remained underdeveloped. For advocates of 

community care who now argue that its development requires an 

'injection' of resources, or " seed" money, the past pattern of 

expenditure raises some uncomfortable questions . If 

restructuring did not take place when resources were growing, 

does this mean that 'community care' has not really b een the 

po l icy? Could it be that increased resources are not now, or 

never have been , the obstacle to a fundamental shift , and that 

the obstacles lie elsewhere? 

On the first of these questions, it is sure ly realistic to 

recognise that while a 'community care ' approach has always been 

articul ated , locally and nationally, as the desirable focus , in 

practise it is surely difficult to actually mobi l ise all of the 

interests behind the policy, especially if this entails changes 

in institutions, organisat ions and professional orientations. 

The second issue, of where the obstacles lie, raises more 

fundamental questions about the structure and management of 

health care. In its report on community care , the NESC addressed 

the q~estion of what the problems were in implementing a more 

community based health service and I will outline the key 

elements of the NESC's ana l ysis. At ·this point it is suff icient 

to note that NESC adopted the view that the relative 

underdevelopment was not primarily about resources . 
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primary care of G. P services - their training and 

resources and the structures within which they practise 

- are significant l y developed. This point will arise 

again i n the context of the organisational issues . 

(b) there are no explicit statutory e ligibi l ity criteria for 

some of the key community care services . These services 

will remain uneve n and underdeveloped until nationa ll y 

applicable e l igibility criteria are established for 

services such as meals on wheels, home helps, socid l 

work services, public hea lth nursing and so on. 

Rule-of-thumb criteria such as focusing home helps on 

the elderly, or directing social work services 

exclusively at children in crisis , need to b e replaced 

by an overal l national system of eligibility for 

community based services. A by product of the 

development of such a system would be the resulting 

imperative of then costing the services. 

Fourth, some crucial organisational and management issues need to 

be resolved to facilitate the development of community care. The 

current organisationa l structure is well-known and needs no 

repetition here, but some aspect s of this structure may need 

re-examination: 

(a) The programme structure compr1s1ng, community, special 

hospitals, and general hospital programmes may have 

simply institutionalised the current div ision of 

resources between the programmes. Even worse it may 

imply compet ition between programmes for resources . 

There may therefore be scope to restructure the 

programmes around, perhaps, client groups and areas, or 

to combine a l l programmes and structure responsibility 

on a catchment basis. What ever the appropr i ate 

structure, it is by no means clear that the current 

structure is the ideal one. A key criterion for the 
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4 . THE COMMISSION ON HEALTH FUNDING - IMPLICATIONS 

In this final section of the paper I want to briefly explore some 
of the implicat ions of the Commission on Health Funding's 
recommendations 3 for the future of community care. I will not 

attempt to summarise the Commission's analysis and 

recommendations . The first thing to note about the Commission 's 

report is that it broadly endorses the detailed analyses of some 

earlier, more specific reports such as the "The Years Ahead ... " 

document. Furthermore it accepts much of the analysis in the 

NESC's report on community care which has been summarised. 

An aspect of the Commission's Report which underpins the entire 

structure of its ana lys is is its approach to costs and budgeting. 

This approach has direct ramifications for community care, no 

less than for other areas of health care. In essence what the 

commission propose is this: 

All health care services need to be properly costed on a unit 

cost basis. These unit costs should be used to determine the 

aggregate cost of services for the country (and regions), 

given specified levels of eligibility to health care. 

Governments will decide what total level of resources to 

devote to health and will explicitly state what quantity of 
services to be provided given prior knowledge about the 

actual unit cost of all kinds of services . Budgets will be 

allocated to regions on the basis of the total costs of 

providing the pre-specified level of services , and budgets 

will be multi-annual. 

The implications of this for community care should be noted. All 
services will need to be examined to determine unit costs of 

provision; rough norms such as public health nurses per 1 ,000 

population will no longer suffice. This in turn will require the 

extension of costing and management information systems to all 

3 Report of the Commission on Health Funding, Government 
Publications, 1989. 
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implies that various disciplines within community care - public 

health nursing, social work, and so on should be delegated 

budgets with targets and goals , and effective accountability for 

meeting those targets. This approach to community care, and to 

health care in general, presents a challenge . It remains to be 

seen whether the challenge will be taken up. 
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RECENT TRENDS AND ISSUES IN COMMUNITY CARE 

Introduction 

This paper aims to give an overview of recent maj or trends , 

issues and policy themes in community care. Community care is 

both a concept which is much debated and an umbrella term for a 

wide range of 

care twenty 

services. 

years ago 

The McKinsey de finition of communi t y 

included personal health care , 

environmental protection, preventive care and welfare services . 

A narrower definition of community care was suggested by the 

British White Paper, Caring for Pe ople: 

(1989): 

"Community care me ans providing the services and support 

which people who are affected by problems of ageing, mental 

illness, mental handicap or sensory disability need to be 

able to live as independently as possible · i n their own 

homes, or in "homely" settings in the community ". 

This narrower, or more precise, definition of conu:nunity care 

objective s does not include all s ervices outside the hospital. 

It focuses instead on services for key target groups like the 

elderly, and particularly on services for vulnerable groups who 

30 
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Priority is also given to building on existing support networks 

i.e. the family, neighbours and voluntary organisations. Support 

networks may not be as strong as they were but community care 

services, it is argued, should build on them rather than ignore 

or compete with them. A related trend here is the dimension of 

'caring for t he carers': an important objective in community 

care is to support those in the community (often close relatives ) 

who are caring for the elderly, the handicapped or the mentally 

ill. 

Demographic Context 

Current community care issues and developments should be seen in 

the context of general social and demographic trends. One 

significant demographic trend with implications for community 

care is population ageing. Table 1 summarises trends in recent 

years in Ireland in the number of those aged over 65. 

TABLE 1. 

Population Trends 

>65 s As % of Actual Population 

1971 331,000 11 • 2% 

1986 384,000 10.9% 

19 91 394,000 11.0 - 11.3% 

20 01 395,000 10.8 - 11.8% 

The figures for 1991 and 2001 come from Central Statistics Office 

projections. (The percentages for the elderly vary depending on 

overall population estimates ). 
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In the last fou r or five years, there has been a special emphasis 

on services for key target groups. This results from a growing 

awareness of the need (e.g. among the elderly ) for long-term 

care. It is also part of a wider interest, at least in theory, 

in getting close to the patient or client, to the point of 

service delivery; i n meeting the needs of individuals rather 

than simpl y in producing services for their own sake; and in 

achieving better coordination of services . The Years Ahead 

( 1 9 88) is an important recent example of a target group approach. 

It recommended that services for the elderly be organised in 

districts serving 25,000- 30,000 people; that a district liaison 

nurse and district team coordinate services at local level; that 

a Coordinator of Services for the Elderly be appointed in each 

community care area. It also recommended - partly in the 

interests of better coordination that the health board 

programme structure be replaced by the organisation of services 

r on a geographic, or area, basis. 

Coordination of Services 

,. Improving coordination of services is a major current theme in 

community care. Various approaches have been taken or suggested 

to improving coordination. These include: 

the establishment of community care teams in the early 

1970's and, more recently, of sector teams in psychiatry and 

of district teams for the elderly; 

the setting up of local district or sub- area teams, which 

can be useful fora for discussion at a local level. A major 
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Caring for Patients (1 989 ) gave loca l authorities a key role in 

coordinating services. Local authorities were given 

r esponsibility for: 

assessing the i ndividual's need; 

designing packages of services tailored to meet that 

need ; 

securing the d e livery of services. 

This White Paper also recommended what it called ' case 

management' as an approach to the organisation and coor dination 

of community care. This approach identifies a 'key worker' who 

is respons ible for coordinating care for people in need and has 

some control over resources. Case management is described in the 

Whi te Paper as an effective method of targeting r e sources and 

planning services to me et the s pecific needs of individual 

clients. Its aim is to ensure that individual needs are 

regularly reviewed, that resources are managed effective ly and 

that each person in need of social care has a single poi nt of 

contact. 

Some doubt has been expressed, however, as to whe ther British 

local authoriti es will be given the resources necessary to carry 

out the tasks assigned to them in community care. 

Moving from Institutions to the Community 

A key problem in community care is h~w to synchronise the phasing 

down of institutions and the building up of community services . 
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funds have made the continued successful development of a 

comprehensive community based psychiatric service almost 

r impossible'. (Midland Health Board, Report of Hospital Care 

Programme, 1989, p.46). 

Recent policy documents. e.g. Health - the Wider Dimensions and 

the Report of the Commission on Health Funding, tend not to 

present community care as better or cheaper than institutional 

care but rather focus on what is the most appropriate care for 

a particular patient. The Commission recommends the following 

process: assess what form of care is appropriate; examine the 

relative costs of alternative forms of care and their effects on 

patient welfare; and choose the most appropriate form of care. 

The Commission argues first for a decision on what is appropriate 

care and second for a policy ensuring that this form of care is 

available. It recommends that all services should provide 

residential care where necessary and the necessary support 

services to those who can be cared for in the community. 

Finding the Resources 

Spending on community services has increased a lot in absolute 

terms but very little in relative terms. Between 1976 and 1989, 

spending on community services as a percentage of total health 

spending, increased from 23.4 to 24.0. 

The NESC Report on community care in 1987 suggested that any 

reallocation to community care should be planned in a very 

specific way i.e. should be expressed as specified, quantified 
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According to the Commission, information is necessary to identify 

service needs and to measure service costs and outcomes of care. 

Choices about how resources are to be allocated, i.e. between 

institutional and community services or within community care, 

would depend on this information. 

Conclusion 

I have referred in this paper to the complex organisational 

issues which arise in community care and to the major financial 

and demographic pressures which shape demand in this area. These 

issues and pressures are important but should be seen in the 

context of the overall objectives of community care, notably 

that of giving vulnerable persons new opportunities to live as 

independently as possible a t home or in a family-type environment 

in the community. 
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'Vas that when the grc1ups were su bdivided by sex and age . the number oi subjects 

tn each sub group ~-as relauvely small especially tn the lo'\\rer socto-economtc 

groups 

The findings in relation to families of the unemployed in the National :\utrition 

Sun-ey are 111 close agreement w1th those of the Tallaght study" whtch examined 

the dietary patterns of 50 families !iving in a suburb of Dublin 'Vith chrDnically 

high unemployment! Lee & Gibney 19fs5l 

THE "T ALLAGHT STUDY" ( LEE & GIBNEY. 1988) 

ln thts study the dtets of 218 individuals were examtned This sample size is larger 

than that of the comparable subgroup studied in the National Nutrition Survey 

therefore it is possible to examine in more detail the problems faced by families 

who are trying to provide an adequate diet on a very low income The main 

findin gs can be summarised as follow 

intakes •ii many foods and nutrients were similar to those recorded in the National 

\utritwn Survey for the population in generaL However . lower intakes of iron 

,.ttamtn C and fibre were indicative of a poorer quality diet in the unemployed 

~roup 

In Table 1 the mean daily intakes of se lected nutrients for males from low income 

L.1.mill<:s :n TJllaght arc compared 'l.--ith stmilar data recorded for males of mixed 

s•:•cial c1a~~e5- in the \ationa1 Nutrition SurYey As can be seen the intakes of 

~neq:y fat and fibre are very similar. but intakes of iron and Yitamin C arc 

lo~.:er Hov . ..-ever these lower intakes are never the less in line with recommended 

111 takes 

l:nt.-.. rwna~eiy lhe clJe~ofTaHaglH ~-omen did n <' t compare ~o favourably with the 

\atwnal average or wnh the recommendation~l Table 2 l While energy inLakes 

'.\"€~re :n f.:tct slightly l~r gher in the lo~· mcome group and calcium and fat 

·. ·.•n :::u!;2pll'.l J1 '\' a> simi!;>_r th~ fibr~ iron and Yitamin C intakes ~·ere considerably 

:.~·.-·er i.l~ctn the \at10nal aq::rage A::: d;scussed earlie1· both iron and fibre inta~c:~ 

ar.: <~- pn•bi~m H•l" I.I. •.>Jnen tn general in th1::: Cilllnlry bultht-$e pn~hlem~ :::eem lu t'c> 

t:.':en '.\·.-·r ~.:: 1<1 tllt case of '\"('men whr!s-e hu~han ds are unemp!nyed 
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Mean daily intakes of selected nutrients for adult females 
from low income families in Tallaght compared with 
similar data from the National Nutrition Survey 

Socio-economic 
Status 

Energy (MJ) 

Fibre (g) 

~Fat Energy 

Iron (mg) 

Calcium (mg) 

Vitamin C (mg) 

Folate (ug) 

¥ r Le." t-., r.lt···,.::.v I (l~o··· 't ' _.., .., ......... ._, " ...... ., I I "' . , V I 

** t, r ~{:.. ,:x"' r·: 1 r-1n1· nflha rr.1 1 (~ c:: r. ,·1 
. - .. .; ._ -- •• - 0 . , • "' / ; 

Tallaght Study * 

n= 55 

Low 

Mean(S.D.) 

8.5 {2.8) 

14 (5) 

j7.0 (7.5) 

8. 1 (2 .. 3) 

905 <.355) 

45 ( 18) 

P7 . .) ( 42) 
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National Nutrition 
Survey** 
n= 122 

Mixed 

Mean (S.D) 

7.7 (2.9) 

17 (9) 

36.6 (4.9) 

10.8 ( 4.4) 

891 (472 ) 

76 ''Q) ~. tt ~ 

132 (82) 



Table 3 SUMMARY Of SUGGESTED DIETARY CHANGES 
FOR IMPROVING THE IRISH DIIT 

RECOMMENDATION 

Reduce fa t mtake 

I ne rease fibre intake 

Increase iron intake 

Increase Calcium intake 

TARGET GROUP D liT AR Y C.Tl.A1l..G£ 

All AYotd fry ing food~ 

All 

Females 

12-50 years 

Teenage 

females 
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lise butter. marganne 

and oil spanngly 

Eat less cake::: pastn e::: 

and biscuits 

Trim excess fat from meat. 

Eat fish frequently 

Eat more 

wholemea l bread 

high fibre ce reals 

vegetables and fruits 

Females should eat more 

potatoes 

Eat more 

lean red meat. live r &. 

kidney 

who1egrain br~akfa~t cereal~ 

and bread 

Use more milk 

ba.._-~ed foods 
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HOMESTART SUPPORT IN THE HOME 

Before we can expect families "out of contro l" to use services, 
we must ensure they are in a position to do so. Using 
services i mplies a certain psychological strength. 

In the next twenty minutes I will show how the servic es you 
are working hard to provide are not reaching the people 
you target and how our servic es compliment each other. 

Homest art as it's name implies is person focused and goes 
into the home. It provides a "being with" service. Health Board 
services are based in the community and are problem orientated 
offering a "doing to" serv~ce. 

Fi rst of all however, I would like to describe Homestart, 
as I'm sure few of my audience will have heard of it. 
I am hoping that you will be feeling sufficiently jealou s of 
Blanchardsto wn to want a Homestart scheme in your own area 
Home start is a volunta ry home visiting scheme for mothers 
of young children. It was first establi shed in the early 
1970s in England by Ma rgaret Harrison who recognised the 
great need for such a service. Since then it has grown from 
strength to strength in t he · United Kingdom and has also 
expand ed to Northern Ireland, Aust~alia and the briti s h 
army bases in Germany, Cyprus and Gibraltar with over 130 
schemes in existence. 

Blanchardstown Homestart is the first of it's kind in the 
Republ ic of Ireland and was set up in July 1988. It is 
presently financially sup ported by the National Lottery with 
an annual grant of £35,000. 

Home start recruit volunteers who are all parents themselves. 
They come from a variety of backgrounds and are selected for 
their attitude s and care rather than for their previou s 
experience. These volunteers visit and support the mother 
in her own home. All volunteers attend a basic Preparation 
Cour se to make them more aware of their own strengths and 
weaknesses before they begin visiting. 

I would now like to take a closer look at the families we 
visit , and in particular the mother. Usually the families 
we visit are either f riendless famil ies or they have an almost 
empty social network. In quite a few cases the limited social 
netwo rk they have only adds to their already existing stress ; 
their extended families a l so may themselves be facing problems. 
As a result of living in this isolated situation th e mother 
loses the confidence to leave her home with her children thus 
limiting her social network. She becomes a prisoner in her 
own home and so also do her smaller children. The resources 
are in the community, but she is unable to avail of them. 
Hence the Homestart volunteer enters her life, supports her 
and gives her the confidence to leaie her home. Usually this 
will be to our Family Drop-In morning,.where she will meet 
other mothers and make some friends. The Family Morning also 
provides a chance for her chi l dren to join a Toy Library and 
meet other children, thus also providing the child with the 
confidence to mix. 
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PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES 

LESSONS LEARNT & ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE 

At the outset I want to thank you for inviting me to speak on Psychiatric Services : 
Lessons Learnt and Issues for the Future at your Conference. I regard this as a as a 
great honour. In my talk I will confine myself to the Eastern Health Board Services 
and particularly to the transfe r of resources from Institutional services to 
community services. 

Services for patients with a Psych iatric Disability were rather hazy prior to the 
establishment of St. Patrick's Hospital by Dean Swift in 1757 and Grangegorman 
Lunatic Asylum [now known as St. Brendan's Hospital] in 1814. One could of course 
say that the services were provided in the community. 

Following the commissioning of St. Brendan's, the District Mental Hospital System as 
we know it was developed throughout the country during the 19th century. 

The whole concept of the Mental Hospital System was a community. hidden away from 
the greater community - the system was part of another generation and served that 
generation very well - the fact that the great monolith has reshaped itself beyond all 
recognition is a tribute to dedicated staff, many long since gone and some still with us 
I am glad to say. 

At its peak St. Brendan's Hospital had a bed complement of 2,500 [in 1921] and as 
recent as 1953 - 2, 122. 

In 1906 St. Ita's Hospital was commissioned as an auxiliary hospital to St. Brendan's 
and St. Ita's at its peak had a bed complement of 2,200. Dr. John Cullen opened the 
first out-patient clinic in the Annexe of St. Brendan's in late 1957 and thereafter 
the concept of out-patient clinics was developed throughout the country. 

St. Loman's Hospital was converted to Psychiatric from a T .B. Sanatorium in 1961 
with a brief to service West Co. Dublin. 

On the premise that Newcastle Hospital was being converted to Psychiatry from a 
T.B. Sanatorium, a Psychiatric Service was developed by Dr. Tom Egan in the 1960's 
- a Community Service. Newcastle Hospital came on stream one year later. 

Notwithstanding the constraints of the 1945 Mental Treatment Act the development 
of community clinics and facilities mushroomed in the Eastern Health Board area and 
throughout the country - the provision of services in the General Hospitals at both. 
in-patient and out-patient level was another major development in the overall 
process. The Commission of Inquiry into Mental Illness in 1966 established 
development goals, most of which were surpassed by the time 'Planning for the 
Future', the current development plan for Psychiatry, was accepted by the 
Government in 1985. 

In those years a whole new Community Infrastructure was developed which 
facilitated the discharge of large numbers of patients. Social and vocational training 
enabled them to live very full lives in the community with appropriate supports 
and, of primary importance, has enabled new patients with Psychiatric Disabilities 
to live in the community, notwithstanding the need for occasional hospital admission. 
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In response to Planning for the Future, the Eastern Health Board adopted its Policy 
on the Psychiatric Services 'Proposed Development of a Community -Based Adult 
Psychiatric Service (January 1986). The Programme Committee structure had 
earlier been established in the Board - this was the first major report drawn up by 
the Special Hospital Committee. The Board, the CEO and the Management Team were 
as one in their approach and commitment to the implementation of this policy. This 
in my view was the foundation of our success to date. 

Since then the Programme Committee has developed and the Board has adopted 
Policies on each of the Board's 1 0 Catchment Areas and other far reaching policies 
e.g. 

Clondalkin Pi lot Project 
Community Services - Co. Kildare 
Child Psychiatric Services 
Old Age Psychiatry 
National Forensic Services 
Rationalisation of St. Ita's Hospital 
Community based Alcoholism Services 
St. Brendan's Hospital - Rehabilitation 
Project and Closure 

Following the adoption of 'Proposed Development of a Community-Based Adult 
Psychiatric Service', Management set about the task of role reversal. 

St. Brendan's Hospital. 

The Hospital was seen as the pivot of the Psychiatric Service from a Clinical and 
Management perception. A total redevelopment plan had been adopted by the Board in 
the early 1980's. The level of referrals to the Assessment Unit and subsequent 
admissions bore out the public perception and the c linical/managerial 
perception/aspiration that admissions could not be refused because of the Statutory 
Role of St. Brendan's as the District Mental Hospital and also because of the 
repository of expertise there. 

St. Ita's, St. Loman's, Newcastle, St. Vincent's Hospital - Fairview, St. John of Gods, 
Units at St. James's and St. Patrick's Hospitals were to an extent seen as 
complimenting St. Brendan's in the context of the overall in-patient service. The 
varied community facilities were seen as satellites of the in-patient services with 
staff commuting to their community commitments as appropriate. 

The Catchment Area was now seen as the focus of the service - Medical, Nursing and 
Administrative staff were decentralised from each of the hospitals and administrative 
headquarters were set up in appropriate locations and formal tripartite management 
systems established [medical, nursing, administration in each Catchment Area. The 
various hospital in-patient facilities were seen as supporting the community infra
structure. 

Structured rotational policies were agreed whereby Senior, Administration, Nursing 
and Consultant staff are transferred in line with service needs, personal development 
and in the context of an appropriate balance of skilis in each Catchment Area. 
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Definitive Policies and Guidelines were es tablished for: 

Acute patients related to Catchment Areas 
Aged with Psychiatric problems 
Disturbed patients to own Catchment Areas 
Tertiary back-up arrangements for all services areas in 

the event of emergency/crisis overflow 
A limit was placed on the bed complement. 

In addition 

Lodging out and the on-going contracting of Nursing Home and Private 
Hospital beds were terminated 

Policies for comprehensive community services for all 
T earns were implemented 

Liaison with the community and hostel programme in the co-ordination of 
community services to prevent inappropriate 'social' admissions was 
established. 

These policies had the effect of curtailing admissions to each Hospital and are 
contributing to the eventual closure of St. Brendan's. 

Rehabilitation /Resettlement Team 

Having established effective admission policies to St. Brendan's the Rehabilitation 
Resettlement Team was established with the objective of assessment, rehabilitation 
and placement of the residents of the Lower House and associated Units in a variety of 
community and more appropriate hospital facilities resulting in the bed complement 
being reduced from 1,000 to 400 at present. 

A five year plan for the closure of the Hospital has been drawn up and adopted by the 
Board. The main elements of this plan are now in place. 

1t is anticipated that the in-patient numbers in St. Brendan's will be reduced to 250 
by the end of 1990. 

Hostels: 

The following table shows the development in the Hostel Programme - lower, 
medium and high support. Where practical, suitably motivated patients are 
encouraged and facilitated in arranging accommodation in flats and maisonettes and in 
some instances to arrange their own digs. A welcome contribution has been made by 
'Hail' a voluntary housing agency who have to date provided 14 flats for former 
psychiatric patients. 

1985 
1989 

No .of hostels No. of places 

54 
1 0 1 

422 
836 

Day Care Services - are the cornerstone of the community services. 1t is our 
policy that appropriate Day Care Services are available to all patients who require 
same. 
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11 Day hospitals, 6 Day Centres, 6 Vocational Training Units, 8 Sheltered 
Workshops, 5 Mental Health Centres have been established whilst 4 further Day 
Hospitals are at present being commissioned. 

Since 1986, the following Day Care facilities have been developed: 

Day Hospital 
TallaQht 
Belgard Rd. 
Crumlin 
St. Columba's 

~ 
Boghall Rd. 

finQias 
Wellmount Park 
Milltown 
Glenmalure 
Artane 
Kilmore Road 

James Connollv 
St. James' Hospital 
Roselawn Heatth Clinic 

Day Care 
Tallaoht 
Belgard Rd. 
Crumlin 
St. Columba's 

.6w 
Boghall Rd. 

Clontart 
St. Laurence's Rd. 
Finolas 
North Rd. 

Arklow 
Sonas 

Workshop 

Crumlin 
St. Damien's 

.6w 
Boghall Rd. 
[Linear a] 

Coo lock 
Mahylock 
Chape!izod 

Mental Health Centre 
TallaQht 
Belgard Rd. 
Crumlin 
St. Columba's 

.6w 
Boghall Rd. 

~ 
Kilmore Road 

James Connolly House 

The following facilities had been developed earlier: 

Day Hospital Day Centre 

York Road Burton Hall 
(Dun Laoghaire} 
Mount Pleasant Sq. Vergemount 
St. James's Hospital 

St. John's -Ciontar1 
St. Joseph's-Raheny 

Ushers Island 
230 North Circular Rd. 

Workshop Mental Health Centre 

Burton Hall Cluain Mhuire 

Mount Pleasant Sq. 
St. Patrick's Hosp. 

T oleo - North Rd. 
I oleo - Cabra 

Day Hospitals are at present being commissioned in Ballymun, Cabra, Clondalkin and 
Harold's Cross. 

Psychogeriatric & Seryjces for the Aged 

During 1989 specialised Psychiatric Services for the Aged have been developed in 
Area 3 and Areas 6/7 with the appointment of Consultants with specialised training 
in the Psychiatry of the Aged. 

The philosophy of these services is community based and supporting Day Hospitals 
have been provided at St. Patrick's Hospital, James Connolly Memorial Hospital and 
St. Vincent's Hospital Fairview. Assessment services have been provided in James 
Connolly Memorial Hospital and St. Vincent's Hospital Fairview whilst existing 
psychiatric and geriatric facilities are shared in St. James's Hospital. 
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In addition the following facilities for the aged have been commissioned 

James Connolly Memorial Hospital 

James Connolly Memorial Hospital 

Vergemount Hospital 

Beech Haven Ballyowen 
Bloomfield (Donnybrook) 
Tivoli Road 
St. Patrick's 

TOTAL 

15 beds • disturbed 
elderly 

25 beds medical rehab. 
ward 

64 beds {2 x 32 bed Units] confused 
& disturbed elderly 

35 beds 
10 beds 
30 beds 
25 beds 

Our Board is at present extending these services to Areas 1 and 2. 

Child Psychiatric Services 

There has been significant developments in the Child Psychiatric Services at 
community level with the extension .of the services to Kildare and Wicklow. Clinics 
are provided at Kill, Naas, Maynooth, Kildare, Athy, Wyattville, Bray, Arklow, 
Greystones, Finglas and Fairview. 

Whilst the ethos of Child Psychiatry relates to the Child and Family in the 
community setting, specialised in-patient services are required for a small but very 
demanding group of children. The building of a new unit at Cherry Orchard [as a 
replacement for the Childrens Unit at St. Loman's] was at an advanced stage when a 
decision was taken in 1987 to abolish the institutional policy and provide 
alternatives in community housing in addition to Warrenstown House. 

Residential facilities for the Child Psychiatric Services are located at: 

Warrenstown House 
Court Hall 
James Connolly House 
Mulhuddart 

Alcoholism Services 

Number of Places 

1 4 
1 4 

7 
5 

Since our Board adopted its policy on the reorganisation of Alcoholism Services on a 
community basis the proposed units at Boghall Road, Baggot Street and Tallaght have 
come on stream. Services at Stanhope Street are being reviewed before a final 
facility is developed in the North city. 
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Mental Handicap Services 

All persons with a mental handicap have been transferred to appropriate Mental 
Handicap services from the Psychiatric Hospitals, including 80 from St. Brendan's. 

57 additional community residential places have been provided by our Board in 7 
hostels. 

110 day places were provided at Maryfield and Ballyboden. 

123 residential and 40 day places were provided through voluntary organisation 
funded by our Board and and additional 16 residential places provided for persons 
with Autism. 

Forensic Services 

Policies setting out the restructuring of services at the Central Mental Hospital from 
a custodial to an active therapeutic milieu with the introduction of professionally 
qualified staff have been developed. These policies have been accepted by all the staff 
and selected care staff have now commenced training as Registered Psychiatric 
Nurses. 

The policy establishes the use of the new Drug Unit as the nucleus of the service, its 
extension to 60 beds and the closure of the old hospital. Bed numbers have already 
been reduced from 105 to 80. This service has further developed its community 
dimension. 

Summarv 

Since 1984 the following reductions in the number of beds in our Board's · 
Psychiatric Hospitals has taken place: 

Total bed reductions = 660 

This has been counterbalanced during the same period, by the provision of 
community residential places more suited to modern Psychiatric; Psychogeriatric; 
Child Psychiatric and Mental Handicap needs: 

Total Community Bed Replacements = 843 

Concurrent with the provision of the new residential facilities, our Board has also 
provided a network of community based day support services, necessary to ensure a 
comprehensive and appropriate system of care. The new services are more flexible 
and more easily adapted to the changing needs that may arise in the future delivery of 
Special Care Services. 

The developments as outlined have required major changes in work locations, rosters 
and working practices for all grades of staff, medical, nursing, para-medical, 
administrative, non-nursing and care staff. The enthusiastic co-operation and 
initiative that has been forthcoming from all staff disciplines is highly commendable. 
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Our experience with the staff in the Special Hospital Care Programme will hold its 
own with any development on which management text books have been written 
concerning organisational change, change agents etc. By its very nature a project of 
this magnitude has required on-going consultation and discussion with the various 
staff disciplines.i Invariably the interest of the patients was discussed in conjunction 
with the particular staff difficulties and to the credit of the staff, once the patients 
needs were satisfied, their own particular needs were very reasonable. I have no 
doubt that this spirit of co-operation will prevail in support of our continued 
developments. 

LESSONS LEARNED 

Patients at risk in the community should be kept under. review to ensure the quality 
of life of all patients whether in institutions or the comm unity is the highest 
possible attainable. 

A comprehensive range of day care services is necessary in each Catchment Area for 
all patients who require same. 

Our experience to date has been that those patients transferred from institutional 
care to accommodation in the community adapt easily to their surroundings. 

A recent study by Dr. R. Williams, Calgary, Canada in the Eastern Health Board 
services shows that the degree of satisfaction amongst patients living in the 
community is much higher than that of those living in institutions. 

In embarking on the developments as outlined our Board were conscious of the 
scandals reported from other countries of former patients ending up on the streets. 

Voluntary organisations have a major contribution to make in supporting the 
psychiatrically ill in the community. 

As the 7 city and 3 rural Catchment Areas are at similar stages of development, our 
Board is satisfied that Planning for the Future and Community Psychiatry is as 
appropriate in rural as in city areas. In the interests of patient and staff morale, all 
resources, manpower, infrastructural and financial must be integrated in a 
comprehensive service and two tier services must be avoided. 

Staff skills must be continuously up-dated, staff in the community must have a high 
level of support; care must be taken to ensure that staff are not exposed to burn out. 

Good communications must be in place between all staff and agencies in the 
community; a flexible approach is required at all times. 

As large institutions are being phased down and in-patients are being assessment and 
rehabilitated for community the individual needs of specific patient groups are only 
noyv becoming apparent. 

lt . is encumbant on Management to provide facilities and resources appropriate to 
those needs. These facilities have at all times to be used in a flexible manner to meet 
the individual patient needs. · 

The resettlement of patients in the community has been a very interesting 
experience requiring our Board to continuously update the facility and resource 
provisions to meet the changing pattern of patient use and patient behaviour; these 
changes I am glad to say have been usually in the position direction. 
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Some staff, medical nursing and administration, have difficulty in adopting to the 
new direction of services. A small number of staff in all disciplines have found it 
necessary to avail of the early retirement scheme. 

Nursing staff have a major contribution to make in the community services, the 
pioneering work carried out by the community nursing serv ice is now being followed 
by nurses trained in Family Therapy, Behavioural Therapy_, Counselling etc . . 

A prerequisite of effective and efficient services is assessment, rehabilitation and 
discharge policies at all levels. 

A welcome trend of earlier referral to the services has developed in line with the 
developments in the community, there has also been a substantial increase in the 
number of patients presenting with less chronic psychiatric ailments. 

ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE 

Whilst the cost of running a comprehensive range of community services compares 
favourably with the cost of institutional care it is regrettable that the level of capital 
funding as indicated in Planning for the Future has not been made available to allow 
the new services to be planned and implemented in a cohesive and comprehensive 
manner. This is an immediate issue and an issue for the foreseeable future. 

A small injection of capital at a critical stage is very important; some system must 
be devised whereby capital is available at all times so that the strategic projects can 
be put in place as opportunities present. 

Specialised Child & Adolescent services should be developed. 

Persons with Mental Handicap in Psychiatric Hospitals should be transferred to 
specialist community based mental handicap services. 

The increase in suicides, particularly amongst adolescents, is a matter of great 
concern - this is an area which requires the implementation of appropriate 
programmes following indepth research on the problem. These programmes will be 
in the general health education area and will involve other agencies:- education, 
justice, labour etc. 

Major emphasis must be placed on alcoholism prevention and the introduction of 
appropriate educational programmes. The same rationale as in the area of suicides to 
apply. 

Specialised services in the Psychiatry of Old Age should be developed. 

The overall standard of the Psychiatric Institutions has been a matter of concern for 
years, it is imperative that the standard of facility in the community should equal the 
standards pertaining in that area. 

For patients who remain in hospital a high standard of facility must be provided and 
maintained. 

lt is totally inappropriate that Psychiatric Services are subject to the 1945 Mental 
Treatment Act. 
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Training syllabus for each category of staff, must be up-dated in line with service 
needs and service developments, similar arrangements must be put in place for 
post-graduate staff. 

For some years there has been on-going debate amongst service providers on the 
level of institutional serv ices required to support a comprehens ive range of 
community facilities - a bed provision somewhere between 30 and 40 per 100,000 
is the optimum. 

Unfortunately from time to time a negative attitude to community psychiatry is 
portrayed by some professionals and is highlighted in the media; it is important that 
these issues are treated in a sensitive manner and that a sense of balance is achieved. 
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GERIATR IC SERVICES: LESSONS LEARNT AND ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE. 

When I was asked to contr ibute to the de liberations of thi s Conference 

felt flattered but on later reflection trep idat i on assail ed me on my 

temerity. Then about a fo rtn i ght ago I saw the tit le of my talk in your 
Conference papers and my immediate response was a negative one! Why eo we 
all have to l ab~l categorie s of peopl e and no matter whatever the name of 
the label s tigmatisat ion i s s ti ll prevalent. Tinkers, itinerants, 

travellers - el derl y, aged, senior citi zens, geriatr ics - all connote a 
men tal image - most ly a negative one - of the people about who we speak. 

The dictionary doesn ' t help - "Geratology '' - a science dealing with 
deteriorati on and decay - "Old" - decayed by the process of time - not 

young fres h or recent. Age i s a period or stage of life and its stages, 

parti cul ar ly the l at er ones, ought not be the vi ct im of negat ive images . 

Up to t hi s century people didn't age - t hey si mply died. Today peopl e 

are liv ing longer - at 65 a man can expect to l i ve for a further 12 years 

while a woman can out live him by a further t wo years - In other words here 

in Ireland in common with the rest of Eurooe
1

- the old are growing older, 

"The most rapidly growing population age g~Jup in many countr ies today is 
that of the over 80's " (Report of European Trade Un ion Instit ut e). In 

Ireland the proport ion of peop l e in .the 75+ age group is projec ted to rise 

by 16.7% between now and the turn of the century in ten years time. 

Why have the elder ly a much longer life expectancy and why are t hey healthier? 
The short answer i s that thi s i s a consequence of advances in medicine, 

technology and improved housing and social conditions. An Iri sh Geriatr ician 

has stated that over half of t hose people aged between 75 and 85 are free 

of any hea l th problems which wou ld curb their activit ies or need special care. 

This vi ew is reinforced when one considers t hat of the 370 , 000 peopl e who are 

aged 65 and over only 5% are in institutional care and if we analyi se t he 

breakdown of that 5% we fi nd t hat 30% of them are inst itu tionalised for social 

rather than medi ca l reasons. A further 20% are being looked after at home 
by their fami li es or other carers. So three quarters of our over 65 

populati on are capable in one degree of another of lead ing active, indepe.ndent 

and useful lives contribut ing to the commu~i ty in which they live . 
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The National Council for the Aged has carried out a number of very valuabl e 
studi es into the lives of the elder ly in Ireland - transport, commun ications , 
services etc. and one of the Council's findings was "The difficulty which 
e lderly people found in becoming and remaining integrated into the mainstream 
of the life of their communities . They feel marginal in that they do not 
see themselves as playing an important part or making an important contribution 
to local life" (The World of the Elderly - The Rural Experience). The lesson 
learned here is the problem of passivity associated with ageing - a passivity 
bordering on fatalism. W.H.O . states that as years are added to life more 
attention must be given to adding life to years and this enhancement of the 
quality of life I would suggest, can be achieved in a number of ways:-

Continued participation in the extended family . 
Voluntary community service. 
Continuing growth through formal and informal learning (Celebrities at 80+!) 
Self expression in arts and crafts. 
Religious activity. 
Part- time work. 

Politics (e.g. "Grey Panther s"). 

The health services of the future will have to be seen as an integrated, whole 
with meeting consumer' s needs being the pre-eminent objective rather than 
concentrating on organi sational packaging. Co-ordination and standardisat ion 
while highly desirabl e and necessary should never serve to suppress initi ative 
and inventiveness. 

The planning framework of service delivery for the elderly has been charted 
out in ''The Years Ahead" and I do not propose to retrace the concepts and 
principles so expertly set out in that report - rather I would like to make 
some personal perspectives on serv ice provision for t he elderly . 

Community based servi ces while often talked about will only be a relevant 
reality and more importantly gain acceptance when they cease to be a Monday 
to Friday, 9 - 5 operation . We will have to stop delivering services in a 
manner which is conveni ent and neat for the service providers - it may be 
more expensive· and upsetting to break out of our present arrangements but to 
be relevant should we not consider having Day Care Centres open at night time 
and weekends for examp le. To what extent do we ever involve the "Consumer" 
and ask what kind of services they want and then decide whether or not we can 
afford to meet their wi shes . Are there any mechanisms in place to involve 
these consumers in the decision process? There isn't, for the most part, 
anybody competing with the statutory agencies but t o ensure quality there 

ought be statutory backed minimum requirements to be met. 
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There are many individual examples of good practice but is there any 
mechanism where these models can be explained and exchanged? But good 
practice sometimes is not experience gained with years - too often 25 
years exper i ence represents the original year repeated 24 times over. And 
what of the carers of the elderly to whom I alluded to earlier. We have 
heard references to respite care for the elderly - respite beds, pl anned 
admi ssions etc. but what about respite care for the carers - could not Home 
Helps be provided and again in the context of out of hours as distinct from 
the hours we currently operate. For how lon g will the 70 year olds look after 
the 80 year olds and thats the scenario ahead given the age profile of our 
population . 

There must be a continuity of care that over-rides service programme. straight 
jackets. If the real aim and objective of this concept is based on a 
holi stic assessment of the needs of the elderly and this can only occur if 
wh at I call "interface i ssues" .are addressed -

Interprogramme flexibility. 
Interprofessional understanding of roles. 
Functions of other statutory agencies· e.g. Local Authorities who are 
responsible for house provision, pollution contro l and many aspects crucial 
to the health and well being of their populations. 

The role of voluntary organisations - should there be a contract for a 
specified quantum of service delivered within particular parameters. 

Service management issues to be clearly identified and personal 
accountability specified. 

The rehabilitation services for the elderly are at best only marginal and the 
assessment of need should be based on the conditions prevalent in their homes. 
There is little point in providing occupational and physio therapy in a 
setting which is far removed from the short earnings of a deplorable domestic scene . 

It i s also true to say that in looking at the needs of the elderly the 
"medical " modal seems to be the dominant element. Is it not time for other 
disciplines to make holistic assessments e.g. management and social workers? 
How can we ensure equitable access to services for the elderly - Given a 
choice would a 65 year old person be selected over an 85 year old for a hip 
replacement - how noes one remove the possibility of bias against the "older" 
members of society ? 
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In a report to the Department of Health on "Communication Networks and the 
Elderly" t he authors concluded that above and beyond concern s re l ati ng to 
medical emergencies, accidents and breaches of security the biggest item 

that troubled the elderly was the need for soc ial contact. Thi s need cannot 
be met by statutory organisations alone - The National Day on Ageing , 
inaugurated in 1988, has highlighted the role the elderly can pl ay in our 

communiti es but the maintenance of contact i s the responsibility of all of 
us - the Postman, Milkman , Clubman and neighbour to mention but some . 

Finally, social perceptions have been l argely to blame for the myths 
associated with old age not the least being sex. What is seen as being macho 
and masterfu l in the twenty-five year old is perceived as lechery, debauchery 
and depravity in the seventy-five year old counterpart. 

Why are there only dirty old men - no young ones? In the census we are all 
irrespecti ve of age said to be broken down by age , sex and religion! 
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FACILITATING CHANGE AND THE MOVE TO THE COMMUNITY. 

There are separate talks listed today on the topics of psychiatric services and 
geriatric services and the picture of community services , so I'll t ry not to 
repeat what others may say (and say better) but confine myself in this shor t 
paper to some general points relating to the title to this paper, that is the 
nature of change, the concept of community and the political process of 
facilitating with the propose of providing some thought and possibly some 
discussion on the general issue. 

First a word about change. 

The one thing you can depend on in life is change. 
constant as change . Ve sometimes think of life as 
something that happens to it or that we do to it. 
change - growth , development, movement, action. 

Nothing i n life is as 
constant and change as 
The truth is that life is 

Much of our management and nearly all our planning is governed by static 
situations - plans , drawings, depictions, graphs etc. Life is not like that . 
You can't take an X-ray picture of a scan of life - by the time you've taken it, 
it has changed. 

It is dynamic - not static. But it is not uncontrollable or incapable of being 
implemented. 

Natural change is organic - there is growth and there is decay. Ve can 
influence both by artificial means. Ve can assist growth with fertilisers , 
aeration, heat etc. But within limits which nature will tolerate. Otherwise we 
get growth distort i ons, malformations, cancers e tc. - Nature rebels. 

The same applies to organisations and also to systems. 
of a bright idea or insight decide to replace a long -
radically different one in a very short space of time. 
change, suppor t it, facilitat e it (as the title of the 
- but only within limits of pace, extent and time. 

Planning is frequently seen as involving: -

(a) deciding where we are now 

(b) deciding where we want to be 

Ve cannot on the bones 
established system with a 
But we can initiate 

talk says), accelera t e it 

(c) setting out the process of moving from A to B . . 

If we see life as entirely and continuously dynamic then there is no exact now 
nor no exact then. It is like looking at microbes through a magnifying glass -
they are continuously mobile, breaking up and reforming, all the time - never 
static. 

Planning is therefore more a matter of identifying forces of change, trends , and 
introducing agents of change which will influence these forces, accelerate the 
trends, perhaps on some cases control or retard them. 
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Second a Word about Community. 

Community i s in. Institution is out. 

Ve always feel we know what we mean when we use words but frequently we don't so 
we create our own pictures of words. Vords have emotive content imparted to 
them. So communication by words alone is an imperfect communication form, free 
of traps of deprivation, interpre tation and perception. Vords develop fashions. 
Some words are "good" - but only for a limited time. 

Institution now is bad. But marriage is an ins titution. Some marvellous people 
in life are described as such. 

Community i s good. It implies homes, house, small groups, comradeship, 
loyalties, warmth. But we used say that religions lined in "communities". Now 
in the exact same situation those communities are considered institutions, 
convents e tc. 

But institutions are bad. 

So what is Community and Yhy is the term good? Yhy do Public Health Nurses want 
to be knows as Community Nurses? Yhy do Public Health Doctors want to be known 
as Community Physicians? Vhy do local Chemists want to be known as Community 
Pharmacists? 

Vhat is Community? It is different things to different people or in different 
circumstances. Are nuns leaving their communities to go and live in the 
community? 

Is community in the sense it is used in the title to this take nothing more than 
an alternative to institutions - the opposite? 

Institutions are not bad of themselves. There are common failings associated 
with ins titutional care but these are frequently offset by common advantages. 
In this whole business of change from Institutional Care to Community care I'd 
like to think that the dynamic of change is the growing recognition of rights. 
The rights of individuals to equality, privacy, discrimination, preferential 
care, etc. 

It is the recognition of rights of individuals especially mamed or damaged 
persons, "special people" (even the word handicapped is now going out of 
fashion) that promotes the concept of normalisation - the idea that no matter 
how "abnormal" a person is by reason of illness, disability etc., they are 
entitled to all the same privileges as "normal" people. it is seen to be 
sufficient that they mus t suffer their particular disability - they should not 
have in addition to suffer consequential discrimination by having to live in 
different places, in larger groups, with a narrower range of contacts , less 
stimulation. 
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If "normal" people all lived in "communities" like religious, which would really 
be institutions, then dependent or disabled people would have to have the same 
rights to live in the same way. But "normal" people don't they live in houses, 
in small groups , near shops and traffic and other people. They form part of 
larger support groups, associations , neighbourhoods, parishes, clubs , but 
voluntarily, not perforce. 

The better way is of course not necessarily the cheaper way. Unfortunately it 
is still perceived to be so. Closing large Psychiatric Hospitals is considered 
as a means of saving money. In fact the same level of care for the same people 
(or more of t hem as care becomes more acceptable) is costlier in the community . 
The economies of scale are lost. But are we prepared to face this cost? There 
is no evidence that as a Community we are . Large reductions in health care 
spending have been advised in recent years through reduction in the s i ze of 
large institutions and in some cases by closures. 

These reductions have not been offset by increased spending on services to 
people in their own homes or in smaller care groups . 

Moreover as we strive to reduce the size of mental hospitals, mental handicap 
homes, geriatric hospitals and child care centres, we simultaneously strive to 
increase the size of acute hospitals by "rationalising" and by closing smaller 
centres of treatment. Are these paths of change fully reconcilable? 

How best to facilitate change - in this case the change from institutional care 
to care in what we call the community. 

I would put it t o you that communities are identifiable by a common bond; an 
identity of interest in a group of people, a concept on which Harold Laski based 
his theory of local government in the 20's. 
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This is a concept familar to any of us who are members of Credit 
Unions . The unions recognise a common bond and will exclude from 
membership persons outside the Commonwealth - whether it is a 
geographic area, a form of employment, a location of employment, a 
commonality of religious observance , or whatever. 

Such a bond brings both privileges and responsibilities as in all 
things . We gain from our membership and we assume some responsibilities 
towards our fellow members. The common bond is reflec t ed in villages, 
towns, counties, countries and nowadays in groups of countries which 
(surpr i se surprise) we all communities - The European Community. [Is 
the Commune of the Communists a relative?]. 

If Community if good then the small er the better, considered with 
viabil i ty. Families are the smallest cells - their independence must 
be respected and protected, their rights to make decisions affecting 
their own lines where they are competent to do so i.e. where the 
decision can be made within the family and does not need to be made 
outside. 

~here decisions affecting peoples lives must be made by larger groups 
they should be made by the smallest viable grouping. This is the 
principle of subsidiarity. No group should aggregate t o itself 
authority which can be adequately exercised by a smaller group . This 
is the basis of Local Government . It a ttempts to equate authority to 
competence at the lowest level. 

It is clearly healthy for people to have a say in managing their own 
lives and their own environments . This is achieved through structures 
of government. ~e must ensure that the structures we use facilitate 
this involvement. The quality of decisions tends to be improved by the 
shortening of the distance between the point at which a decision i s 
made and the point at which its effects are felt. The shortening of 
accountability intervals improves sensitivity and responsiveness on the 
one hand and promotes participantion and interest on the other. This 
makes for a healthy society (or 'community'). 

There are no absolutes in all this. As stated earlier life is dynamic, 
not static. Decisions which are best takes today or here at a 
particular level may be best taken to-morrow or e lsewhere at a 
different level. But the pressure must be downwards, movements upwards 
must be justified. 

There i s a natural centripetal force at work in government and in 
organisations which has to be constantly counterbalanced by a conscious 
effort to discriminate power, to allow decision making at lower levels, 
to encourage involvement. 
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We do not recognise this in Ireland. Although we frequently hear and t-
read that we have a heavily centralised Government organisation here we 
continue enthusiastically to encourage and promote the trend instead of 
resisting it. We are progressively disenfranchising the ordinary 
citizens of this Country. and there is an inevitable price to be paid 
for this in falling interest in our environment, in alienation, is 
destabilising of communities, in fracture of common bonds. 
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Instead of correcting this by improving the oppo~tunities for people to 
be involved in managing their own localities and communities we try to 
counteract it by more cen t ralisation, more regulation and we claim this 
to be in the interest of efficiency. Is there no other interes t? Is 
this to be the criterion of all activity? And what i s efficiency? The 
ultimate form of efficien t government must be dictatorship. Are we 
developing a dictatorship of democracy, a frankenste in of our own 
creations which will turn on us. 
Do I exaggerate? 
Many of you here have, like myself, been many years involved in Local 
Government. You have, like me, seen the gradual assumption by larger 
bodies of functions which could adequately be displayed by smaller 
bodies. Power is leaving the land. and clustering in Government 
Departments and national boards. There we innumerable instances of 
this ever since the death of district councils and accelerating in 
recent years. 

~hen Health Boards replaced County Councils 20 years ago the late 
President Childers, then Minister for Health told us not to worry he 
had provided for Local Health committees where local matters could be 
debated. I t was not too long before we were told these were useless and 
expensive t alking s hops as they had not authority. ~ould you believe 
that the current proposals of the Commission on Funding Health 
Services , which include a national body to replace the Health Boards, 
also include the continuance of the boards as councils where regional 
matters can be debated but there will be no authority? How long would 
you give them? 

~e now have national bodies for roads, for environment protection, for 
health & safety at work . The capacity of the citizency to be involved 
in influencing their own environment and their way of life is being 
continuously attennated . 

~hy does this happen? It happens because like gravity is is a natural 
force. ~ho's doing it? ~e all are. ~ho protested when local 
authorities lost their rating power? The member of the lower bodies 
today are the members of the higher bodies to- morrow by a process of 
competition. Can we expect they will not wish to bring their authority 
with them to the higher level? Can we expect them to leave it behind 
to persons who were unsuccessful in reaching the same level? It 
requires conscious and continuous effort by us all to support the 
institutions of democracy at all levels, to practice the principle of 
subsidiarity, to allow people to make mistakes as the price of keeping 
them involved in their own affairs. Just as eternal vigilance is the 
price of freedom eternal pressure to devolution of government (not 
decentralisation) is the price of democracy, of responsible government , 
and of involvement and participation by citizens. This in turn will 
encourage responsibility, stability, a sense of community and the 
management ·of facilitation of change in our lives for the better. 

If change such as the current move to community is to be achieved, its 
facilitation will require active involvement of as many as possible at 
the lowest level of community. This will require a reversal in the 
current trends to centralisation of all authority in the interests of a 
concept of efficiency which is inadequately defined and given undue 
precedence over other criteria of value. 
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN COMMUNITY BASED SERVICIES -

THE DEPARTMENT'S PERSPECTIVE 

INTRODUCTION 

I have been asked to talk about 'Future Directions in Community 

Based Services: The Department 1 s Perspective 1 • The Secretary of 

the Department, Mr. John Hurley, was the Association of Health 

Board's original choice to give this paper. Unfortunately he is 

out of _the country today and had'to make his apologies. I have , 

however, discussed this paper with him so that I can convey to 

you the Department's perspective on this important topic. I must 

emphasise that the Dep~rtment 1 s view is by no means fixed or 

final. It is a brave man or woman who would put forward dogmatic 

solutions to issues as complex as the organisation of community 

based services. However, the Department would be abdicating its 

role in the health service it did not have views on the future 

direction that community based services should take. 

SCOPE OF PAPER 

What. I try to do in this .paper is, f1rstly, to draw together 

some cif the things we have learned in recent years about 

community based services. I will identify some of the problems 

·with the way in which our community base d services are currently 

organised and delivered. Finally, I will make some suggestions 

as to how these problems can be resolved and the direction that 

community based services may take in the future. 
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DEFINITIONS 

But let me ~irst step into the murky waters of 'definitions' 

What are community based services? I appreciate that there are 

theoretical problems in a definition of 'community'. It is a 

word used to describe human activities as diverse as those 

encompassed by the European Community to community s ervice orders 

imposed by Courts on convicted persons From the point of view 

of the health and personal socia l services, I consider community 

based serv ices to include: 

Services provided to people in their homes. 

Such services currently inc lude those of general 

practitioners , public health nurses , community psychiatric 

nurs es 1 occupational therapists , home helps, meals on wheels 

and domiciliary vis i ts by consultant psychiatrists and 

geriatricians . 

Services provided locally for people living at home . 

Services current ly ·include child health services, 

physiotherapy 1 chiropody 1 dentistry 1 day care, respite care, 

special education. 

Services provided in a home like e nvironment and normally 

within 5-7 miles of a person's home . 

Ser vices include boarding out and foster care, e xtended 

nursing care, supported hostels, residential care. 

Community care is sometimes defined negatively to mean 'care 
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outside hospita l'. This suggests that somehow care in the 

community an~ care in hospital are the opposites of one another; 

that it i s either a matter of hospital care or care in the 

community. This i s clearly not the case . The psychiatric 

patie nt and the elderly person with heart disease need care in 

acute hospitals and care from community based services. It is 

a question of ensuring that the patient or client gets the right 

serv ice at the r i ght time . 

How do we decide which services ought to be based in the 

community and which in the hospital ? 

The Czech geographer, Chrystaller, writing i n the 1930s provides 

us with some clues. He developed a theory of human geography 

based on the notion that a community is made up of a patchwork 

of areas for each activity , the size of which depends on the 

technical level of service supplied. In analyzing the 

organisation of services in his own country, he found that bread 

shops were to be bound one kilometer apart and jewellers about 

five kilometers apart ~ The furrier in the provincial city , 

however, supplied a distance of 25 to 30 kilometers. A village 

wine shop might stock only a few kinds of wine. The wine 

merchant in the city might have as many different )cinds of 

champagne . His analysis was brought home to me when I heard a 

young Irish flautist describe her excitement when v isiting a 

specialised flute shop in London, the only one of its kind in 

these islands ! 
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If one appli~s, Chrystaller's insight to the health services, it 

follows that activities equivalent to the bakery - low technology 

combined with an immediacy about consuming the product - s hould 

be provided in or close to people's homes. The day hospital, the 

general hospital and the special i sed teaching hospital have 

increasingly complex technology and service a wider area. Within 

each client group served by the health services, there are the 

needs which s hould be met locally and those of a more 

specialised , central kind . The elderly, the mentally 

handicapped, the physically disabled, disturbed/deprived 

children, the mentally ill - all have their local needs and their 

specialised needs. A health service cannot claim to be 

comprehensive unless it meets both kinds of needs. The 

development in recent years of departments of geriatric medicine 

and psychiatry in acute hospitals has demonstrated how closely 

community and hospital based services can work together to 

benefit the individual. 

In differentiating between low and higher technology in the 

health services , I am not implying that low technology services 

deal with problems that are less complex than those dealt with 

by high technology. Managing an incontinent and confused elderly 

person at home may be a much more complex problem than the 

problems dealt with by many forms of modern surgery. The skills 

required for good management of patients or clients in the 

community are as sophisticated as these required for hospital 

medicine. Can one say that a good jeweller is more skilled than 
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a good baker? It i s the degree of specialisation that 

distinguis hes t he general practitioner and public healt h nurse 

from t he hospita l consultant and nurse. The former are competent 

to deal with a broad spectrum of health and medi ca l problems. 

The latter are s pecialists in a small range of medical problems. 

WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED ABOUT COMMUNITY BASED SERVICES? 

We are fortunate to have a number o f policy documents dealing 

with the services required by client groups of the health 

services. These include The Years Ahead - A Policy for the 

Elderly (1988), The Green Paper on the Disabl ed (1984 ) , Planning 

for the Fut ure ( 1984 ) , The Task Force Report on Child Care 

Services ( 1980) , The Gene ral Medical Services Working Party 

Report (1984). Major reports on mental handicap and public 

health services a re in the pipeline and will be published soon. 

The overwhelming message of these reports is that the vast 

major ity of needs of the me ntally ill, the elderly, the mentally 

handicapped, deprived children and the physically disabled can 

be me t by community based services, supported by s peci a list 

hospital/residential services where necessary. The message has 

radical i mpl i cations for t he organisation of service s f or the 

cl i ent groups concerned. Any of you associated with the 

.psychiatric or t he mentally handicapped services will know about 

the transformation taking place in the way in which these 

services are organised and delivered . Services are being 

localised. The y are being dispersed from the large 

hospital/centre. New services are being developed locally for 
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the first time. 

These report_s place · a great emphasis on the organisation of 

services in a territory - a district or sector - small enough for 

the inhabitants to ide ntify with but large enough to support 

skilled professionals. Some of the r e ports recognise a second 

leve l - a group of districts - as necessary for more spec i a lised 

services, for planning , coordination and evaluation. They 

implicitly recognise the value of Chrystaller' s hierarchy of 

services. 

The need for coordination is a common theme of all the reports. 

How to coordinate professionals working in t h e community both 

hea lth board e mployees and general pract itioners ; how to 

coordinate health board and voluntary activity a nd how to 

coordinate community based with s pecialised services. Poor 

coordinati on i s not e xclusive ly a community · proble m but the 

dis persed nature of community services makes i t more difficult 

to achieve than in a hos pital where patients , personne l and 

facilities are conce ntrated on the one campus. 

Most of t he reports emphasi se the scope for pa rtnership between 

the statutory and voluntary sector in meeting the needs of 

clients . The Years Ahead puts the spotlight on the carer and 

stresses the r esponsibility of heal t h boards and voluntary 

organisations to support the carer in·his or her demanding role . 

-.. 
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The lack of s upport for carers is a current criticism made of our ~ 

services for the mentally handicapped. 
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The Reports draw attention to the multidisciplinary approach 

required by ll!OSt patients / clients. It might be convenient if one 

professional could do everything for a patient in the i r home but 

this is not the way they are trained or can operate. If a 

depende nt elderly person is to be maintained at home , he or she 

will need to be visited by the general practitioner, the public 

health nurse, the home help, the occupational therapist and 

possibly others. The success of the multidisciplinary approach 

depends on coordination and the extent to which responsibility 

for the patients' welfare i s clarified. 

Finally, the reports emphasise the importance of prevention, 

early detection and assessment. There remains great scope for 

prevention in mental physical handicap, mental illness, physical 

illness in the e lderly and for helping families deal wi th crises. 

Early detection and assessment, while they may not change the 

prognosis, can greatly reduce side effects and improve quality 

of life . Proper assessment should mean that the person gets the 

right service at the right time. Good information systems are 

an essential prerequisite for such an approach . 

Thanks to these reports we have a fair .idea of how to judge a 

good community based service. such a service is locally based 

but supported by specialist facilities as necessary. It provides 

a multidisciplinary service to a well ·defined population and 

there are clear lines of accountability for patient care. There 

is coordination within the service and with other services, both 

health board and voluntary. It is a service which treats the 
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Social Services Division has been created to give greater focus 

to services for the mentally ill and handicapped, the elderly, 

deprived children and families , the physical ly disabled and the 

homeless. 

WEAKNESSES OF OUR SYSTEM 

These positive aspects of the health services should not blind 

us to the many problems in the organisation of community based 

health and personal social services. 

One is struck by how little thought has been given to the 

organisation of community based services by comparison with the 

organisation of acute hospital services. The McKinsey Report of 

1971 set down the broad lines which have been followed since. 

Health - The Wider Dimension (1988) the NESC Report, Community 

Care services: An Overview (1987) The Commission on Health 

Funding Report (1989) have some relevant things to say about the 

organisation of community based services but they are by no means 

comprehensive. The reports referred to earlier deal with 

individual services but they do not address the overall issue of 

how best to organise community based services . One can, however, 

detect a growing consensus about the problems facing community 

based services. 

It is becoming clearer that the compartmentalisation of health 
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board services into two or three programmes does not meet the L 

organisational needs of community based services . An elderly or 

a psychiatric patient may require services from three different 
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programmes. A natural distinction is emerging between the 

ma nagement of c ommunity based services - at district j sector and 

catchment/ community care area - and the manageme nt of acute 

hospitals at catchment/community care and regional l evel . 

The absence of coterminous boundaries is only one consequence of 

the programme s t ructure . Why can ' t psychiatric catchment areas 

and community c are areas coincide? Why s hould psychiatric 

sectors and dis t ricts for public health nursing not be the same? 

It is essent ial i n my view that all community base d services 

share t h e same boundaries to facilitate intra-professional 

coordination and to simplify access to services for patients and 

their carers . 

General practitioners are recognised as central to the 

organisation of community based medical servic es . Yet 

commentators on our services reportedly point to the lack of 

communication between general practitioners and health board 

personnel. One gets the impression that health board s in their 

relationships with general practitioners in the past have been 

more concerned about visiting rates than with establis hing closer 

working relationships . 

One difficulty ·writers on t h e subject of community based services 

point to is the problem of achieving continuity o f care in 

community based services . By their nature such services have to 

be maintained over relatively long periods of time during which 

time the patient/cli e nt may not see a professional f or extended 
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boards . However , these arrangements need to be defined more 

clear ly. The Years Ahead recommends the introduct i o n of 

contracts o f care whereby t h e responsibilities and rights of both 

health board and voluntary body are clearly spelt out. Health 

boa rds will always have to provide community services directly 

if only to ensure choice and quality, but in future it is likely 

that their role as purchasers and coordinator s o f care will 

increase. 

Health boards will also be expected t o b e more conscious of 

quality assurance, not least to reassure the people it serves and 

the tax payer that the best possible service is be ing provided 

for the mone y s pe nt. Health boards a lready have s ignificant 

inspectorial functions a nd these wil l be e xpanded with the 

passage of the Child Care Bill and t h e Nursing Home Bill. It 

will be difficult for health board s to maintain their credibil ity 

in carryi ng out inspections of private and voluntary 

homes / hostels if there is a suspicion that the board 1 s own 

facilities do not measure up to t h e same standards. The 

Department of Health and Social Services in Be lfas t has announced 

that each of its four health boards will have ' stand alone 1 

ins pection teams to inspect private, voluntary and health board 

facilities. Each team will consist of heal t h board personnel and 

people seconded f rom the private and voluntar y sectors. It i s 

an idea which should be given serious attention in this part of 

the country. 

The following steps need to be considered if we are to develop 
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community based services in a coherent way: 

the programme structure of health boards may need to be 

replaced with a structure in which managers are responsible 

for all services delivered in an area. One could envisage 

an arrangement whereby a general manager would be appointed 

in each community services area to whom the heads of 

disciplines in that area would report on budgetary and 

administrative matters while retaining clinical 

responsi bility for their services. The managers of all but 

the largest hospitals would also report to that general 

manager ; 

responsibil i ty, including budgetary responsibi l ities may 

need to be devolved to the community services area for all 

services except those of the larger hospitals; 

the general manager and the heads of disciplines would be 

responsible for establishing within each community services 

area arrangements for coordinating services for t h e elderly, 

mentally ill, mentally handicapped etc. and for liaison with 

general practitioners, with clear lines of accountability 

and respon s ibility; 

all boundaries for community services purposes should be 

made coterminous; 

the momentum begun this year by the budget initiatives for 
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community services must continue . To maintain this L 
momentum, discussions with health boards should begin on a 

devel opment plan for community based services, taking 

account of local needs and priorities; 

a way must be found, either by resource transfers within the 

system or otherwise, to provide development finance to build 

community services, to be linked to the implementation of 

the development plan; 

health boards role as coordinators , purchasers and quality 

controllers should be enhanced by 

(a) encouragement of the voluntary and private sectors to 

provide services under contract to health boards; 

(b) strengthening of boards inspection function, to include 

inspection of its own facilities; 

(c) greater emphasis on early assessment and preparation 

of 'packages of care ' 

the new organisation a nd responsibilities of community based 

services should be spelt out in legislation and e ligibility 

for the services clarified. 

These proposed steps to develop community based services are 

tentative and require more analysis and discussion. The 

Department is keen to initiate a debate quickly with the health 

boards and with other service providers to reach a consensus on 
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the best way forward. 

CONCLUSION 

At the beginning of this conference , Senator Farrell hoped that 

by its end we would have a clearer view of wha t community 

services are and where they are going. I am suggesting a wider 

definition of community based services than accepted up to now . 

I be lieve t her e i s a very bright future for community based 

services. I detect a momentum towards tackling t he problems 

facing these services . I hope that the Department and the health 

boards can work together to provide better communit y based 

services for individuals . 
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ADDRESS BY OR RORY O'BANLON, T.D. MINISTER FOR BEALTB TO TBB 

ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE ASSOCIATION OF HEALTH BOARDS IN TRAMORE 

ON . l2TB MAY.l990. 

OPENING 

I am grateful for the opportunity to address the Association on 

what I regard as a most important theme - community services for 

the individual - progress and future directions. As a former 

g eneral practitioner and health board member I am fully aware of 

the contr ibution which community services make to the hea lth and 

well being of the population. 

I would like to take the opportunity of this conference to pay 

tribute t o the health boards. I believe the health boards have 

served the country well for almost 20 years. They can claim much 

of the credit for the vast improvement in services which has taken 

pl ace in that time. I have never understood the a rguments of 

those who would abolish the boards. I believe that administrati ve 

changes s hould only be brought about where they can be justified 

to improve services. I will return to the subject of 

admini~trative structures for the health services later in this 

paper. 

BROAD RANGE OF COMMUNITY CARE 

Community care services are those health services delivered to 

people in their homes, or close to their homes rather than in a 

hospital or long stay institution. They encompass services for 

the healthy as well as for the ill and those with special needs. 

We have discovered in recent years that many more of the health 

and welfare needs of individuals can be met in co~munity settings 
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than we had thought possible before. Advances in treatment and 

greater emphasis on the rights of individuals to a normal life 

mean~that more ill and disabled peopl e can live well at home or i~ 

homeli ke aettings than ever before. 

FORMER FOCUS ON HOSPITALS 

Rece nt publicity about the needs of the heal th services focused 

almost exc lusively on acute hospitals. There are pressures and 

particul ar problems in this sector. But, as Min ister , I must 

shape our health services in a balanced way . One of the principle 

deficiencies of health care policy over many years has been the . 
relative lack of investment in community care services. 

BUDGET PROVISION 

L.. 

'-

I 
'-

That's not going to continue. A major indication of the 

Government's serious intent for the future was contained in the 

budget. We announced the provision of significant additional sums 

for ke y areas in the community care programme: services for the 

elderly, dental services and services for people wi th mental 

handicap. 

._ 

L 

This commitment by government is mirrored by a reorganisation in 

my own Department. A new di vision has been established to give 

increased attention to the needs of certain groups of the health 

services such as the mentally ill, the mentally handicapped, the 

physically disabled, deprived children and the elderly. Good 

community services are vital to the health and well- being of these 

groups . I intend to see that the progress which has been made to -

meet their needs in the community is maintained and accelerated. 
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RANGE OF SERVICES 

Community services care for the individual from the cradle to the 

grave , if we look at some of these services which are provided 

l argely by you we will see that we do indeed cater for all ages 

and groups. 

CHILDREN 

The c hild health service is frequently the first contact with the 

community service. The aims of the c hild health service is to 

detec t disease or defects as early as possible. 

NEED TO MAINTAIN THESE SERVICES 

There has been some discussion about the need to continue with the 

child health services. It is argued that since parents are more 

health conscious, they can be relied upon to perceive problems in 

their own children and seek appropriate medical care. However , 

most do not h ave the expertise to detect anything other than the 

most obvious problems. For this reason I see a continuing need 

for the child health services in the future. 

CHILD CARE BILL 

I am pleased to say that the child care bill, has nearly completed 

all stages in t he Dail. The main purpose of the bill is to updat e 

the law in relation to the protect ion of children, particularly 

childre n who have been assaulted, ill-treated , seriously neglected 

or sexually abused or who are at risk. 

The present law governing these children is based on the 1908 

Chi ldren's Act. The bill when e n acted will represent the first 

comprehe nsive legislation in this field since the foundation of 

the State. 
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Because of the complexity of the Bill and the l arge number of 

amendments - over 200 - which had been put down, it was decided 

shortl y before Christmas to set up a special committee of 15 

Deputies drawn from all the main political parties to examine the 

Bill i n detail. My colleague, Noel Treacy T.D., Minister of State_ 

at my Department has been dealing with the Bill on my behalf. Th~ 

specia l committee has proved to be a very useful exercise and I 

think the Bill is now much clearer and stronger as a result. 

A number of important changes were made to the Bill during its 

committee stage. The most important change is the insertion of 

two new provisions imposing a duty on health boards, on the . one 

hand, and the courts, on the other, to regard the welfare of the 

child as the first and paramount consideration when taking 

decisions or actions under the bill. This specific reference to 

the paramountcy of the welfare of the child wil l be warmly 

welcomed as an explici~ recognition in law of the rights of the 

child. 

I am hopeful that it will be enacted later this year. The Bill 

will cost a good deal to implement but the Government is firmly 

committed to making the necessary resources available to the 

health boards and other agencies involved. 

IMMUNISATION 

The objective of the primary immunisation programme is - to prevent 

the outbreak of certain diseases , mainly among children. 
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The benefits of these programmes can be illustrated by the fact 

that diphtheria, tetanus and polio have been effectively 

eliminated from the country. 

MMR 

Introduction of the MMR vaccination programme in 1988, means that 

IT is now possibile to eliminate measles, mumps and rubella. I 

would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to all 

who were involved in the successful launch of the MMR programme 

over the past eighteen months. The intensive phase of that 

campaign is now coming to a close. At the same time it is 

crucial that the same efforts should be applied to the ongoing 

delivery of the vaccination so as to ensure a continued high level 

of uptake. Only if this is done, will it be possible to achieve 

the levels of immunity required to bring about eventual 

elimination of these diseases. I am aware that consultations have 

been taking place between my officials and programme managers and 

directors of community care to develop strategies to achieve this 

end. I am c onvinced that, with the co-operat ion of all concerned , 

we can be successful in achieving this goal. 

NEW GMS CONTRACT 

Over the past few years, much has been said about the crucial role 

of the general practitioner in the development of primary health 

care. An effective general practitioner service is a cornerstone 

of good community services. A year has now passed since the 

implementation of the new agreement with medical practitioners 

participating in the GMS scheme. Even though the full terms of 

the agreement have only recently become fully operational, 

reaction to the scheme seems to have been quite favourable from 
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patients and doctors. We are now at a stage wh ere we must 

consider the overall impact of the GMS agreement and indeed, this 

review process has already starte d. 

I am glad to say that before the end of this year we will ha ve an 

independent appeal system in place for people who have been turneL 

down for a medical card by health boards. The present system whe;

people can appeal to a senior officer of a health board against a ~ 

decision by a more junior official does not meet the criterion of 

natural justice. The ne w system will be fair , and just as 

importantly, it will be seen to be fair. 

DENTAL SERVICES 

Much criticism has bee n levelled at the health board dental 
._ 

service in the past. The dental service has been t he cinderella 

of the health 5ervices. I do not remember a time, under any L 

administration, when there was satisfaction with the dental 

service. The shortcomings in the service l argely affect adult 

medical card holders. I was fully aware of this problem when I 

asked my former colleague Minister Terry Leyden to chair a small 

working group to examine the dental services. I agree fully with 

the overal thrust of that report. 

NEED FOR ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

'-

L 

The working group reached the conclusion that the only solution 

was an injection of additional resources into the services for 

adults . With this in mind the Government made a special provision 

for adult dental services in the 1990 budget. As a result special

arrangements for the treatment of adults are under way in each 

health board at present. I am particularly anxious to ensure that 
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the maximum benefit is derived from these additional resources. I 

h ave already asked the health boards to bear this in mind in 

putting systems for the delivery of treatment in place. 

20,000 ADULTS THIS YEAR 

I am hopeful t hat about 20,000 additional adults will receive 

routine dental treatment this year. We are well on the way to 

clearin9 the waiting lists and establishing an approp~iate dental 

care service for adults in the near future. 

CHILDREN'S DENTAL SERVICES 

I appreciate the e fforts health boards have made to maintain 

dental serv ices for chi ldren. On the whole, a good service was 

p rovided for children. However, the demand for emergency 

treatment for adults was beginning to affect the l evel of service 

p rovided for c hildren. The improved service for adults will lead 

to an expansion of services for children . In addition , the 

working group recommenQed that the children's dental service be 

organised in a structured manner, with the emphasis on the 

assessment of all children in certain school classes. Some health 

boards already operate this approach. I am glad to say that the 

other boards are now piloting this method. 

ORTHODONTICS 

I cannot refer to children's dental services without mentioning 

the continuing problem of orthodontic services. The demand for 

orthodontic treatment cont inues to grow as parents seek perfect 

dentition for their children. The cost of orthodontic treatment 

is high. There have been considerable difficulties in recruiting 

consultant orthodontists for the health board dental service. As 
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a r esult the public dental service is only in a position to offer 

orthodontic treatment to c hildren with severe orthodontic 

conditions. Guidelines for tre a tme nt were drawn up by my 

Departme nt a nd circulated to the he alth boards in 1985 whi ch must 

be observed. There is a conside rable waiting period e ven for 

those who meet the criteria of the guidelines . To remedy this L 
situation , I a m looking agai n a t the conditions attac he d to the 

posts of consultant orthodontist in the health board dental 

s e rvice to see if they can be made more at tractive to suitable 

candidates. 

L 

£1M FOR ORTHODONTICS 

As an interim measure the government has made almost £1 million 

available to the health boards in rec e nt months to provide 
'\... 

orthodontic treatment for 1,800 children wi t h top priority. While 

this s tep provides an immediate solution f or a large number of l... 

children I remain convinced that it i s through the direct 

e mployme nt of orthodontists by health boards that the l ong term 

solution lies . 

MENTAL HANDICAP L 
Great cha nges have occurred in our approach to mental handicap in · 

rece nt years. The proposition that c o mmunity care is a vi abl e 

alternative, even for people with a more s e ver e handicap, is now 

well est ablished in practice . 

Progre s s may seem slow . Large residential cent res stil l 

accommodate many people who are capable of living in the 

community . Yet positive developments are o ccurring 

whic h, taken together, show a definite trend towards the 

development o f a community based serv ice. 
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SPECIAL BUDGET PROVISION 

A special provision of £2 million has been allocated in the 1990 

budget t~ meet identified priority needs. 

Specific provisions have been made 

To continue t n e transfer of people to more appropriate 

settings; 

Provide over 400 add itional day places and additional respite 

facilities to cate r for over 200 persons; 

To improve family support services; 

and 

To provide over 150 additional full-time residential places. 

These extra resources will relieve the anxiety of many hard 

pressed families caring for handicapped children. I regard the 

care of people with mental handicap and support for their families 

as a priority. I am committed to the further development of these 

services. 

CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEES 

When I became minister, I reactivated the menta~ handicap 

committees in health board regions to co-ordinate 

health board and voluntary services. Each committee has been 

asked to prepare a plan to meet existing and emerging needs in a 

systematic and prioritised way. I would hope that each committee 

will submit its multi-annual 5 year plan to my department as a 
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matter of urge ncy. These plans s ho uld identify the unmet needs 

and put forward p roposals for the de l ivery of appropriate 

services. 

SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY 

Let me now turn to the question of services for the elder ly: We 

must e nsure that elderly people rece ive the serv ices t hey need at 

the appropriate time so that no e lderly pe r s on is ad mitt ed to 

institutional care unnecessarily. As far as possible we must t ry 

to anticipate the needs of our expanding e l derly popul a tion and 

d e velop the kind of services we would like to see in place when we_ 

grow o l d . The emphasis must continue to be placed on c are at 
' 

home a nd in the community with access to specialist service~ wher~ 

nec essary. We should endeavour to e nsure that the elderly can 

lead a ct ive and ful filling lives in their old age and live i n t he 

environme nt of their choice . 

WORKING PARTY SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY 

The working part y on services for the elderly examined the heal th, 

we lfare a nd housing needs of the elderly. The report The Years 

Ahead - A Policy for the Elderly i s a comprehe nsi ve review of 

policy and of services for the elderly . It points to the need for 

a cohe rent and co-ordinated approach by all those involved in 

he lping the elderly. 

Throughout the report's recomme ndations the importance of 

community services was stressed, with access to acute hospi tals 

and nursing uni ts where necessary. Great importance is also 

attached to strengthening the community nursing and home help 

services for the elderly . 
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BUDGET PROVISION 

A major indication of the government's serious intent to work 

towards these objectives was given in the budget. This year an 

additional £5 million is being made available for services for 

the elderly. The practical impact of these funds will be to 

improve community care services. £2.5m will go to strengthen 

home nursing and home help support. £2m will be used to provide 

more facilities for day care, short- term and long stay care for 

the elderly and the improved treatment of respiratory disorders. 

These funds will be allocated to health boards on the basis of 

their proportion of the elderly population. £0.5m will be 

provided for additional nursing home places for the relief of 

families who are caring for heavily dependent people at home. 

This initial investment of ESm, of which E3m will come from the 

national lottery, in expanded health services for the elderly , 

demonstrates the government ' s commitment to implementing the 

recommendations of The Years Ahead. It mark·s the beginning of a 

wider re-deployment of resources towards the support of our older 

citizens. The concentration of support on home nursing, home 

helps and other community services points to our intention to put 

in place a good network of locally based services for the elderly. 

PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES 

Our psychiatric services have been undergoing a fundamental change 

since the publication of the report Planning for the Future. This 

report recommended a service which ·was comprehensive, community 

oriented, sector based and integrated with other health services. 

The policy outlined in Planning for the Future is based on the 

principle that people with psychiatric problems have a right to 
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services which meet their individual need; are of a high 

profe s sional standard and available with the minimum disruption t< 

the ir lives. It is also guided by the principle that people who 

have bee n in psychiatric hospital s f or many years have the right 

to an inGependent and autonomous life in a domestic environment , 

insofar as t h is is possible . 

While considerab le progress i s be ing made in putting i n place a 

community ps yc hiatric service infrastructure , the future will 

present the specialist psychiatric service with many challenges 

and opportunities. With the greater e mphasis being placed o n 

treating psychiat ric problems locally, the multidisciplinary 

sector p s ychiatric teams · will need to become more invol ved with 

general practitioners and community care personnel in t heir 

sector. Thi s c ould be done by p roviding mental health 

consultations, domiciliary consul tat ions and by facilitating an 

exchange of information and experience wi th other key personnel in 

the c ommunity suc h as teachers and c lergy . Thi s will enabl e other 

professionals to deal more effectively with the mental health 

problems of people with whom they come in contact and encou rage 

them to use the specialised psychiatric services if necessary. 

Better communica tion will also he lp t h e sector ps ychiatr ic team to 

identify local needs and treatment opportunitie s . 

The message which I would like to put a cross today as far as our 

psychiatric services are concerned is that policy outlined in 

Planning for the Future can br ing a bout real benefits for people 

who need ps ychiatric treatment . A high quality service can be 

delivered to such people, to a large e xtent i n community settings. 

As far a s the future direction of t he service is concerned , there 
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is considerable scope for mental health professionals to be more 

involved with their primary care colleagues. 

I recognrse that our me ntal health legislation is out-dated. It 

assumes a hospital centered psychiatric service, not one base~ in 

the c ommunity. My Department is preparing a discuss ion document 

on t he new legislation that is required to provide a framework for 

the psychiatric services as we now understand them. There will be 

extensive consultation on this document before proposals are put 

to Government for new legislation. 

HEALTH PROMOTION 

Giving people the knowledge and skills to increase their health 

and well being and prevent premature deat h and illness is one of 

the most valuable things we do in the health services. We know 

that muc h premature death and illness today is caused by diseases 

of lifestyle - by smoking, abuse of alcohol, lack of exercise, 

badly managed stress, inappropriate diet . 

I recently attended a meeting of horse breeders in Carrickmacross 

at which a nutritionist lectured the 400 members attending on the 

best diet for mares and foals. It struck me that there were 

probably fewer than six people in the audience who had even sat 

back and analysed what they were eating or asked themselves if it 

was good for them or not. It is a challenge to all health 

providers to motivate people to take more interest in what is good 

for them. 
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Considerable progress has been made over the past 15 years in 

providing health education at national and local level. National 

media campaigns for example , on smoking, have been backed up at 

l ocal level by programmes such as drug questions - local answers -

a multi -disciplinary communit y based course dealing with drugs 

including, tobacco and alcohol. 

r 

A number of health boards have taken initiatives in developing 

health education materials for use in schools. The health 

promotion unit of my Department makes available a wide range of 

information materials on health i ssues to the public. So do many 

voluntary organisations such as the Irish Cancer Society , the 

Irish Heart Foundation and the Mental Health Association. '-

In recent years health agencies here and elsewhere have come to 

realise that, to obtain the maximum value from information and 

education about health, it cannot take place in a vacuum. It must 

be supported by an env~ronment that promotes health. In some 

cases that support can be provided by my own department, for 

example , the various pieces of legi~lation relating to advertising 

and sponsorship by tobacco companies and more recently that 

relating to restrictions and prohibitions on smoking in public 

places. In many instances, however, the environmental factors 

influe ncing health lie outside the r•mit of health authorities. 

Such factors include pollution control, safe roadways, safe 

working environments, adequate sport and physical recreation 

facilities for all age groups , healthy food choices in shops and 

restaurants. To take account of the intersectoral nature of many 

of these issues we have set in place a health promotion structure 

at national level which includes a broadly based advisory council 
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on health promotion, a cabinet sub-committee on health promotion 

and the health promotion unit in my Department to which I have 

already referred. 

POLICY ON ALCOHOL 

Under the a egis of the advisory council a national policy on 

alcohol is being prepared. Such a policy is in fact a good 

example of one requiring a multi -sectora l approach which takes 

into account the broad nature of the health, social, economic and 

legislative issues involved. A fourth element in the health 

promotion structure is the creation of the chair of health 

promotion in Galway. This chair will provide an academic base, in 

t erms of teaching and research for our health promotion efforts. 

It is the intention that the profession will work closely with 

health boards and local authorities in providing courses for staff 

and engaging in joint research projects. 

The UCG chair completes the setting in place of the health 

promotion structure at nationa l level. Structures, however 

valuable, are only one aspect of a strategy for promoting health . 

They need to be supported by community attitudes which recognise 

that health implications should be taken into account in the 

formation of all public policies. As members of health boards, 

you have a key leadership role in a nimating and stimulating 

awareness in your communities of the health dimensions of public 

policies. You have a role in making the public aware that not 

only is this approach important from the point of view of adding 

life to the years and years to the life of themselves and their 

families but, also , that it is the most rational approach to the 

use of the resources in the health services generally. It allows 
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such resources to be concentrated on illnesses for which, as yet, _ 

there are no well established means of prevention. 

All of yoo have a role in encouraging and supporting voluntary 

community efforts to promote health whether they be the 

development of local scenic walkways or the provision of healthy 

menus in restaurants. 

Those of you who are public representatives can use your office 

both inside and outside your councils to ensure that the health 

dimensions are taken on board across the broad span of 

responsibilities embraced by local authorities . 

COMMISSION ON HEALTH FUNDING 

I have attempted to give you a broad over-view of the progress 

which we have made in the delivery of a wide range of community 

services for the individual. Before concluding, I would like to 

make some general comments about the future direction of such 

services. 

Among the most important documents on the Irish health services to 

emerge in recent years was the Report of the Commission on Health 

Funding which presented its findings to me last October . It is 

the first fundamental review of the Irish health services since 

the white paper of 1966. 

t.... 

Immediately after publication of the report, I initiated a 

wide-ranging consultative process, seeking the considered views of ~ 

health boards, voluntary hospitals, homes for the mentally 

handicapped and other agencies in the health field. Six of the 
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health boards have responded to date and I await with interest the 

views of the other two. 

One of t he major themes of the Commission's report was the 

importance of commun ity and personal social services to our health 

care system as a whole. In particular, the Commission highlighted 

the need for a consistent approach to eligibilit y and access. Th e 

report arg ue d that many community services have not developed in a 

coherent fashion and that patients with similar needs have access 

to differing levels of service, depending on where t hey ha ppen to 

live . The Commission also pointed to problems associated with 

discretionary services: since health boards are · empowered rather 

than obliged to provide them, their availability between areas is 

variable. 

It is interesting that, while the reaction to many of the 

Commission's more general recommendations has been mixed, the 

health boards have, to date, been broadly supportive of the 

Commission's approach to these community services. 

I will be making proposals to Government s hortly about decisions 

arising from the Commission' s report and the consultative process 

over the coming months. Decisions on the future administrative 

structure of the health services will be announced before the 

Summer Dail recess. Decisions on eligibility and related issues 

wil l be announced when the Government has had an opportunity to 

examine the fo rthcoming report of the review of consultants ' 

conditions of employment. 
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KENNEDY INITIATIVE 

I wo uld like to refer briefly to the initiatives I have taken 

recently regarding the organ i sation o f health services in Dublin 

and the ~anagement of the larger general hos pitals . The results 

of these init iative s may affect the wa y our healt h services are 

orga nised and ma naged. I have as ked Mr Dav id Ken n ed y, former 

Chi e f Executive of Aer Lingus , to e xami ne the o rgan isat ion of 

hospital services in Dublin, where t here _are four ma jor 

inde p e ndent hos pi tals. The independence of the hospital s ma kes i t 

difficu lt to coordinate t heir serv ices a nd those of the Eastern 

Health Board, whi ch has t he statutory responsibility to provide 

heal th services in the region. Mr Kennedy has been asked to 

recommend how a more coordinated health service can be p rovided in~ 

the greater Dublin area. 

FOX RE VIEW 

Mr No e l Fox has been asked to do a different job. He is examining 

the ef f iciency wi th which our larger acute general hospitals are 

run. A modern hospital is an extremely complex and costly 

enterprise. We must ensure that hospita l s are managed in t he most 

cost effective was possible . 

STRUCTURES FOR COMMUNITY SERVICES 

In her pa per yesterday, Or Barrington outlined some of my 

Departme nt ' s suggestions for the future development· of communi t y 

care. 

I b e lieve that t hese proposals would provide community services 

with a better structure t han progra mme management offers at 

present. If community services are to work, there must be 
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multi - disciplinary coordination, common boundaries and clearer 

roles on who is entitled to services. My Department will be 

seeking the v iews of the health boards on a revised structure for 

community services to e nsure as wide a consensus as possible 

before decisions are made. 

ATTITUDES 

From the point of vi e w of the consumer, the health service is one 

area where the attitude of the persons providing the service is of 

cruc ial importance . This conference is about community services 

for the indi v idual. In practice, these services usually boil down 

to face to face contact between the individual providing the 

service and the individual receiving it. In many cases , if . the 

service-provider has a chip on his or her shoulder, clients may 

find themsel ve s sharing it. I don't know how much it costs to 

change a bad attitude into a good one, but I have no doubt t hat 

the cost is worth it. 

My Department has written to the health boards and the voluntary 

hospitals about the way in which the public is dealt with in 

out ~patient departments, on admission to hospital and when t he y 

have a complaint to make. It i s not acceptabie in this day and 

age that large numbers of people should be called for 

cons ultations at the same time in out patient departments. Such 

practices ma y result in waiting times of 3 hours or more. Some 

hospitals successfully run individual a ppointment systems. I 

would like to see such systems become the norm. 

Patie nts should also be given more information about their stay in 

hospital and what they and their families can expect to happen. 
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There should be a mechanism whereby they can make complaints in 

confidence and without fear of retaliation . We live in the age of 

the consumer. The health services must recognise the importance. 

of the consumer and pay more attention to individual prefere nces 

and needs. 

I am grateful to you for giving me the opportunity of addressing 

you today and I hope that this annual conference will be seen as 

the opening round in the debate on the future direction of 

community services for the individual in our society. 
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